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Abstract
Purpose To investigate the relationship between interstitial lung abnormalities (ILAs) and mortality in patients with esopha-
geal cancer and the cause of mortality.
Materials and methods This retrospective study investigated patients with esophageal cancer from January 2011 to December 
2015. ILAs were visually scored on baseline CT using a 3-point scale (0 = non-ILA, 1 = indeterminate for ILA, and 2 = ILA). 
ILAs were classified into subcategories of non-subpleural, subpleural non-fibrotic, and subpleural fibrotic. Five-year overall 
survival (OS) was compared between patients with and without ILAs using the multivariable Cox proportional hazards model. 
Subgroup analyses were performed based on cancer stage and ILA subcategories. The prevalences of treatment complications 
and death due to esophageal cancer and pneumonia/respiratory failure were analyzed using Fisher’s exact test.
Results A total of 478 patients with esophageal cancer (age, 66.8 years ± 8.6 [standard deviation]; 64 women) were evalu-
ated in this study. Among them, 267 patients showed no ILAs, 125 patients were indeterminate for ILAs, and 86 patients 
showed ILAs. ILAs were a significant factor for shorter OS (hazard ratio [HR] = 1.68, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.10–2.55, 
P = 0.016) in the multivariable Cox proportional hazards model adjusting for age, sex, smoking history, clinical stage, and his-
tology. On subgroup analysis using patients with clinical stage IVB, the presence of ILAs was a significant factor (HR = 3.78, 
95% CI 1.67–8.54, P = 0.001). Subpleural fibrotic ILAs were significantly associated with shorter OS (HR = 2.22, 95% CI 
1.25–3.93, P = 0.006). There was no significant difference in treatment complications. Patients with ILAs showed a higher 
prevalence of death due to pneumonia/respiratory failure than those without ILAs (non-ILA, 2/95 [2%]; ILA, 5/39 [13%]; 
P = 0.022). The prevalence of death due to esophageal cancer was similar in patients with and without ILA (non-ILA, 82/95 
[86%]; ILA 32/39 [82%]; P = 0.596).
Conclusion ILAs were significantly associated with shorter survival in patients with esophageal cancer.

Keywords Chest · Esophageal cancer · Computed tomography · X-ray · Interstitial lung disease · Interstitial lung 
abnormalities

Introduction

Interstitial lung abnormalities (ILAs) are defined as inci-
dental radiologic patterns in the lungs on computed tomog-
raphy (CT) including subtle interstitial findings [1]. ILAs 
do not necessarily represent a distinct disease, but many 
previous studies have shown the potential clinical signifi-
cance of ILAs; ILAs often show imaging progression and 
are associated with increased respiratory symptoms, reduc-
tions of lung volume, exercise capacity, and gas exchange, 

and a greater risk of all-cause mortality [1–9]. Interstitial 
lung diseases are often irreversible [10, 11] and ILAs are 
considered as early or mild forms of ILD. In addition, many 
studies have investigated the association between ILAs and 
lung cancer with respect to cancer incidence [12–14], sur-
vival [12, 14–17], and treatment complications [18–23].

Esophageal cancer is the 8th most common cancer 
worldwide and one of the most aggressive gastrointestinal 
cancers [24–30]. The primary histological type of esopha-
geal carcinoma in Asia is squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), 
and tobacco smoking is one of the major risk factors for 
development of esophageal cancer, and especially of SCC. 
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It has been reported that smoking is also a risk factor for 
the presence of ILAs [4, 6, 7, 14]. In addition, patients with 
esophageal cancer receive a multidisciplinary approach to 
treatment, including surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation 
therapy, and these treatment options can cause complications 
[31]. Therefore, we hypothesized that patients with esopha-
geal cancer are likely to present with ILAs, and ILAs may 
affect the clinical course of esophageal cancer.

Tseng et  al. [32] investigated ILAs in patients with 
locally advanced esophageal cancer (N = 208), and they 
reported that there was no significant association between 
ILAs and mortality. However, most patients in their cohort 
were White and had adenocarcinoma. In addition, there has 
been no study that investigated esophageal cancer patients 
considering clinical stage and included patients with 
metastatic stage. The purpose of this study was to investigate 
the association between ILAs and mortality in patients with 
esophageal cancer including advanced stage. In addition, 
cause of mortality and factors that affected the difference in 
the prognosis between patients with and without ILAs were 
investigated.

Patients and methods

Patients

This study was approved by the institutional review board 
of our hospital (Osaka University Hospital) and written 
informed consent was waived due to its retrospective nature. 
All methods were carried out in accordance with relevant 
guidelines and regulations.

We checked consecutive patients from January 2011 to 
December 2015 in our picture archiving and communication 
system. The inclusion criterion was patients who underwent 
CT scans following a protocol for baseline assessment of 
esophageal tumors. The exclusion criteria were as follows: 
no esophageal malignancy; histology was not SCC or adeno-
carcinoma; the identified CT was performed after treatment 
and CT before treatment was not available; the patient trans-
ferred to another hospital without treatment in our hospital 
and survival data were not available; stage 0 only with endo-
scopic treatment; and patients with known interstitial lung 
diseases at the time of esophageal cancer diagnosis. A total 
of 478 patients were included in this study. Patient selection 
is summarized in Fig. 1 and the supplementary document.

CT image acquisition and evaluation for ILA

The majority of patients (455/478) underwent CT scan using 
the protocol for baseline evaluation of esophageal cancer 
and thin slice images (0.5- or 0.625-mm thickness) were 

obtained. The other patients and detailed image reconstruc-
tion settings are described in the supplementary document.

Two chest radiologists (T.M. and A.H.), with 10 and 
11 years of experience, respectively, independently inter-
preted CT images of each subject without knowledge of the 
patients’ status. Each CT scan was scored using a 3-point 
scale: 0, no ILA; 1, indeterminate for ILA; and 2, ILA 
(Fig. 2) [3]. ILAs were defined as radiologic patterns of 
increased lung density including non-dependent ground-glass 
or reticular abnormalities, non-emphysematous cysts, honey-
combing, and traction bronchiectasis affecting more than 5% 
of any lung zone [1]. Aspiration pneumonia, suggested by 
nodularity or the tree-in-bud sign with a lobar or segmental 
distribution and with or without central plugging of airways, 
was excluded from ILA. The patients with apparent aspira-
tion pneumonia with above typical findings were classified 
as non-ILA (score 0), and indeterminate patients were clas-
sified as indeterminate for ILA (score 1). The patients with 
interstitial findings in areas other than those of aspiration 
were classified as having ILAs (score 2). In the cases with a 
discrepancy between the two readers, a third chest radiolo-
gist with 20 years of experience (M.Y.) independently scored 
the cases with no knowledge of the patient’s status. When 
two of the three interpreters gave the same score, that score 
was used. Cases in which all three radiologists gave different 
scores were considered indeterminate (score 1).

In the patients with ILAs, subtypes were evaluated: non-
subpleural, subpleural non-fibrotic, and subpleural fibrotic [1]. 
The same two readers, with 10 and 11 years of experience, 

Fig. 1  Flowchart of patient selection
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respectively, independently interpreted the images again and 
assessed whether the ILAs were subpleural predominant or 
not. In the cases with subpleural predominance, they assessed 
whether the ILAs were accompanied by fibrotic findings 
(presence of architectural distortion with traction bronchi-
ectasis or honeycombing). In the cases with a discrepancy 
between the two readers, the third reader with 20 years of 
experience made the final judgement regarding subpleural 
predominance and fibrosis.

Causes of death and treatment complications

To evaluate the factors associated with worse mortality, 
the causes of death and treatment complications were 
investigated. In this investigation, death was considered 
to be due to original cancer progression, pneumonia and 
respiratory failure not in the end stage of the original cancer, 
or pulmonary complications during treatment. In the patients 
who underwent surgery, postoperative complications 
with Clavien-Dindo Classification grade II or more that 
occurred during hospitalization or readmission for 60 days 
postoperatively were identified. Pulmonary postoperative 
complications were counted separately (supplementary 
document). Furthermore, drug-related pneumonitis and 
radiation pneumonitis were investigated in the patients 
treated without surgery (supplementary document). In 
addition, the use of immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) was 
investigated.

Statistical analysis

Interobserver agreement of ILA scoring between the first 
and second readers was assessed with a weighted kappa 
coefficient (κw), using the following categorization for 
kappa: poor (0 < κw ≤ 0.20), fair (0.20 < κw ≤ 0.40), moder-
ate (0.40 < κ ≤ 0.60), good (0.60 < κw ≤ 0.80), and excellent 
(0.80 < κw ≤ 1.00) [33].

Demographic characteristics, including age, sex, body 
mass index [BMI], smoking status (never, former, and 
current), pack-years of cigarette smoking, cancer clinical 
stage (the eighth edition of the American Joint Committee 
on Cancer staging system), and surgery were collected from 
the electronic medical record system. These demographics 
were compared between the groups without and with ILA 
(scores 0 and 2). The group indeterminate for ILA was not 
included in the statistical analysis to simplify the results 
according to the previous studies [9, 14, 34]. Emphysema 
quantification on CT was obtained in the groups without 
and with ILA to adjust the influence of emphysema in the 
multivariable prognosis analysis (supplementary document). 
Age and BMI were expressed as mean ± standard deviation 
and compared using t test; %emphysema was expressed 
as median (interquartile range) and compared using 
Mann–Whitney U test; categorical variables are expressed 
as n (%) and were compared by Fisher’s exact test.

Five-year disease-free survival (DFS) and overall 
survival (OS) were evaluated using the Kaplan–Meier 
method. DFS was evaluated only in the patients who 
underwent surgery. Univariable and multivariable Cox 
proportional hazards model analyses were performed to 
estimate hazard ratios (HRs). For OS, subgroup analyses 
were performed in patients with stage I–III, those with stage 
IVA, and those with stage IVB. Furthermore, additional 
analysis of subcategories (non-ILA vs. non-subpleural and 
subpleural non-fibrotic ILAs vs. subpleural fibrotic ILA) was 
performed.

The prevalences of the causes of death and treatment 
complications were compared between the groups with and 
without ILAs by Fisher’s exact test.

All statistical analyses were performed using R version 
4.0.0 software (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 
Vienna, Austria). All P-values were two-sided, and P-values 
less than 0.05 were considered significant.

Fig. 2  Examples of ILAs. A Non-ILA. A 63-year-old man. CT shows 
no interstitial lung findings. B Indeterminate for ILAs. A 71-year-old 
man. CT shows subtle reticular abnormality (arrow), but the lesion 

area is limited. C ILA. A 64-year-old man. CT shows ground-glass 
and irregular linear abnormalities in the subpleural areas of the bilat-
eral lungs (arrows). ILA interstitial lung abnormality
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Results

Demographic characteristics and interobserver 
agreement

The demographic characteristics of the patients are sum-
marized in Table 1. Of the 478 patients, ILAs were absent 
in 267 (56%), indeterminate in 125 (26%), and present in 86 
(18%). The interobserver agreement for ILA scoring was 
good (κw = 0.62). ILA patients were classified into three 
subtypes: non-subpleural (n = 21, 24%), subpleural non-
fibrotic (n = 32, 37%), and subpleural fibrotic (n = 33, 38%). 

Of the 478 patients, 360 patients (75%) underwent surgery, 
and 206 patients (43%) died within 5 years.

Compared with the non-ILA group, the ILA group was 
older (non-ILA, 64.1 ± 8.6; ILA, 71.9 ± 6.3; P < 0.001), 
had higher BMI (non-ILA, 20.6 ± 3.0; ILA, 21.6 ± 3.5; 
P = 0.008), and included more men (non-ILA, 227/267 
[85%]; ILA, 81/86 [94%]; P = 0.026). There was a signifi-
cant difference in smoking status and %emphysema between 
the two groups (smoking status, P = 0.017; %emphysema, 
P = 0.009), but no significant difference in pack-years (non-
ILA, 33.2 ± 30.6; ILA, 36.2 ± 38.1; P = 0.506). There were 
no significant differences in cancer stage (P = 0.995) or sur-
gery (P = 0.202).

Table 1  Patients’ demographic 
characteristics

Patients indeterminate for ILA were excluded from statistical analysis. Age and BMI were expressed as 
mean ± standard deviation and compared using t test; %emphysema was expressed as median (interquartile 
range) and compared using Mann–Whitney U test; categorical variables were expressed as n (%) and 
compared by Fisher’s exact test. The percentage of the postoperative complication is calculated in the 
patients with surgery
ILA interstitial lung abnormality, BMI body mass index, SCC squamous cell carcinoma
*P values < 0.05 was considered statistically significant

All (n = 478) Non-ILA (n = 267) ILA (n = 86) P values

Age (years) 66.8 ± 8.6 64.1 ± 8.6 71.9 ± 6.3  < 0.001*
Sex
 Women 64 (13%) 40 (15%) 5 (6%) 0.026*
 Men 414 (87%) 227 (85%) 81 (94%)

BMI 21.2 ± 3.3 20.6 ± 3.0 21.6 ± 3.5 0.008*
Smoking history
 Never 97 (21%) 46 (17%) 23 (27%) 0.017*
 Former 207 (44%) 116 (44%) 42 (49%)
 Current 168 (36%) 104 (39%) 20 (24%)
 Missing 6 1 1
 Pack-year 32.7 ± 30.6 33.2 ± 30.6 36.2 ± 38.1 0.506

Histology
 SCC 458 (96%) 255 (96%) 83 (97%) 1.000
 Adenocarcinoma 20 (4%) 12 (4%) 3 (3%)

Clinical stage
 I 65 (14%) 40 (15%) 12 (14%) 0.995
 II 112 (23%) 57 (21%) 20 (23%)
 III 119 (25%) 66 (25%) 22 (26%)
 IVA 76 (16%) 48 (18%) 15 (17%)
 IVB 106 (22%) 56 (21%) 17 (20%)

Death in 5 years 206 (43%) 103 (39%) 41 (48%) 0.165
Surgery 360 (75%) 203 (76%) 59 (69%) 0.202
Postoperative complication
 All 158 (44%) 81 (40%) 30 (51%) 0.178
 Pulmonary 102 (28%) 50 (25%) 21 (36%) 0.134

% emphysema (%) 0.1 (0.0–0.8) 0.1 (0.0–0.5) 0.3 (0.1–1.2) 0.009*
ILA subtype
 Non-subpleural 21 (24%)
 Subpleural non-fibrotic 32 (37%)
 Subpleural fibrotic 33 (38%)
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Survival

The Kaplan–Meier curves for DFS and OS are shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4, and the results of the Cox proportional hazards 
models are summarized in Table 2. In the Cox proportional 
hazards models, ILA was not a significant factor for worse 
DFS compared with non-ILA in the univariable analysis 
(HR = 1.06 [95% CI 0.69–1.63], P = 0.795) and the multi-
variable analysis (HR = 1.25 [95% CI 0.78–2.01], P = 0.359) 
adjusting for age, sex, smoking history, clinical stage, and 
histology. Median follow-up period for DFS was 1196 days.

In terms of OS, though the presence of ILAs was not 
a significant factor for worse survival in the univariable 
analysis (HR = 1.43 [95% CI 0.99–2.05], P = 0.054), it 
was significant in the multivariable analysis (HR = 1.68 
[95% CI 1.10–2.55], P = 0.016) adjusting for age, sex, 
smoking history, clinical stage, and histology. Median 
follow-up period for OS was 1111 days. In the subgroup 
multivariable analysis using the patients with stage IVB, 
the presence of ILAs was a significant factor (HR = 3.78, 
[95% CI 1.67–8.54]; P = 0.001). On the other hand, in the 
patients with stage I–III and IVA, the presence of ILAs was 
not a significant factor for shorter OS (stage I–III: HR = 1.19 
[95% CI 0.65–2.19]; P = 0.572; stage IVA: HR = 2.31 [95% 
CI 0.90–5.94]; P = 0.083).

In the multivariable analysis using ILA subcatego-
ries (Table 3 and Fig. 5), subpleural fibrotic ILAs were 

significantly associated with shorter OS (HR = 2.22 [95% 
CI 1.25–3.93], P = 0.006), but non-subpleural and subpleural 
non-fibrotic ILAs were not (HR = 1.44 [95% CI 0.88–2.36], 
P = 0.146) in the patients with all stages. In the subgroup 
analysis, subpleural fibrotic ILAs were a significant factor 
for shorter OS in both the patients with stage IVA and those 
with stage IVB (stage IVA: HR = 9.41 [95% CI 2.37–37.36], 
P = 0.001; stage IVB: HR = 4.79 [95% CI 1.35–16.99], 
P = 0.015) in the multivariable analysis. Non-subpleural and 
subpleural non-fibrotic ILAs were significantly associated 
with shorter OS in the patients with stage IVB (HR = 3.54 
[95% CI 1.48–8.49], P = 0.005).

Similar results were obtained in the multivariable analysis 
adjusting for age, sex, smoking history, clinical stage, 
histology, and %emphysema (Supplementary Table A1).

Causes of death and treatment complications

The causes of death are summarized in Table 4. There was 
no significant difference in the prevalence of death due to 
the original lesion of the esophageal cancer (non-ILA, 82/95 
[86%]; ILA, 32/39 [82%]; P = 0.596). On the other hand, 
the ILA group showed more deaths due to pneumonia or 
respiratory failure (non-ILA, 2/95 [2%]; ILA, 5/39 [13%]; 
P = 0.022). No patient died due to interstitial lung diseases.

In terms of postoperative complications, the prevalence 
tended to be higher in the ILA group than in the non-ILA 
group, but the difference was not significant (all types of 
complications: non-ILA, 81/203 [40%]; ILA, 30/59 [51%]; 
P = 0.178; pulmonary complications: non-ILA, 50/203 
[25%]; ILA, 21/59 [36%]; P = 0.134).

Of the patients without surgery, there was no patient 
with drug-related pneumonitis in the first line therapy or 
radiation pneumonitis in both the groups with and without 
ILAs. Of the 478 patients, 18 patients had ICI as a treatment 
for recurrent lesions (non-ILA, 12/267 [4.5%]; indeterminate 
for ILA, 2/125 [1.6%]; ILA, 0/86 [0%]) and two non-ILA 
patients showed pneumonia/pneumonitis. It was not possible 
to determine whether the pneumonia was immune-related 
adverse events because of limited available information.

Discussion

The present results showed a significant association 
between ILAs and shorter OS in patients with esopha-
geal cancer (HR = 1.68 [95% CI 1.10–2.55], P = 0.016), 
especially in stage IVB (HR = 3.78, [95% CI 1.67–8.54]; 
P = 0.001). The prevalence of death due to pneumonia/
respiratory failure was higher in the ILA group (non-
ILA, 2/95 [2%]; ILA, 5/39 [13%]; P = 0.022). There was 
no significant difference in postoperative complications 
between the groups with and without ILAs. Drug-related 

Fig. 3  Kaplan–Meier curves for DFS by the presence of ILAs. Non-
ILA: DFS events, 89/209 (43%); median DFS (days) NR (95% CI 
1318–NR). ILA: DFS events, 27/59 (46%); median DFS (days) NR 
(95% CI 601–NR). DFS disease-free survival, ILA interstitial lung 
abnormality, NR not reached, 95% CI 95% confidence interval
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pneumonitis in the first line therapy and radiation pneu-
monitis were not observed in the patients without surgery.

Tseng et al. [32] evaluated locally advanced esophageal 
cancer and reported that there was no association between 

ILAs and worse mortality. Compared with their study, the 
present study included metastatic patients (stage IVB). In 
addition, all patients were Asian, and most patients had SCC 
in the present study, whereas most patients were White and 

Fig. 4  Kaplan–Meier curves for OS by the presence of ILAs. A 
Patients in all stages. Non-ILA: OS events, 103/267 (39%); median 
OS (days) NR (95% CI 1684–NR). ILA: OS events, 41/86 (48%); 
median OS (days) 1601 (95% CI 693–NR). B Patients with stage I, 
II and III. Non-ILA: OS events, 50/163 (31%); median OS (days) NR 
(95% CI NR–NR). ILA: OS events, 17/54 (31%); median OS (days) 
NR (95% CI 1601–NR). C Patients with stage IVA. Non-ILA: OS 

events, 21/48 (44%); median OS (days) NR (95% CI 706–NR). ILA: 
OS events, 8/15 (53%); median OS (days) NR (95% CI 287–NR). D 
Patients with stage IVB. Non-ILA: OS events, 32/56 (57%); median 
OS (days) 752 (95% CI 482–1626). ILA: OS events, 16/17 (94%); 
median OS (days) 322 (95% CI 131–606). OS overall survival, ILA 
interstitial lung abnormality, NR not reached, 95% CI 95% confidence 
interval
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had adenocarcinoma in the study by Tseng et al. These dif-
ferences in the cohorts might have influenced the results.

The association between ILA and worse mortality has 
been reported in various cohorts, including a health screen-
ing cohort [35]. These studies suggest that the presence of 
ILAs affects survival even in individuals without cancer. In 
the present study, the difference in OS between the groups 
with and without ILAs was not significant in patients with 

stage I–IVA, but it was significant in patients with stage 
IVB. The present results might be caused by not only the 
general effect of ILA, but also a specific effect in advanced 
esophageal cancer, because patients with early stage should 
be influenced more by the general effect of ILA. However, 
it is unclear why ILAs were associated with a worse prog-
nosis in patients with stage IVB. In the analysis of causes 
of death including the patients in all stages, the prevalence 
of death due to pneumonia/respiratory failure tended to be 
higher in the ILA group than in the non-ILA group. In our 
speculation, the patients with ILAs might be vulnerable to 
pneumonia. The damage of pneumonia might be severe in 
patients with stage IVB and poor general condition. In addi-
tion, chemoradiotherapy in patients with stage IVB might 
increase the prevalence of aspiration pneumonia [36]. How-
ever, further investigation is required.

In patients in all stages, subpleural fibrotic ILAs were 
significantly associated with shorter OS, whereas non-
subpleural and subpleural non-fibrotic ILAs were not. Chae 
et al. [37] investigated patients with ILAs who underwent 
surgical lung biopsy (n = 45) and reported that subpleural 
fibrotic ILAs were associated with a higher risk of death 
than subpleural non-fibrotic ILAs (HR = 9.22 [95% CI 
1.23–1180.14]; P = 0.025). Lee et al. [35] investigated an 
Korean health-screening cohort (n = 2765) and reported 
that the presence of fibrotic ILAs was a significant factor 
for worse all-cause mortality compared with non-ILAs 
(HR = 2.5 [95% CI 1.6–3.8]; P < 0.001), but the presence 
of non-fibrotic ILAs was not (HR = 1.6 [95% CI 0.7–3.4]; 
P = 0.23). The present results showed a similar trend to these 
previous results, and fibrotic ILAs should be considered a 
significant comorbidity. However, it should be noted that, 
in the study by Lee et al. non-fibrotic ILAs were associated 
with a higher risk of mortality related to lung cancer and 

Table 2  HRs of ILAs for worse survival in the Cox proportional haz-
ard models

ILA was compared with non-ILA
HR hazard ratio, ILA interstitial lung abnormality, 95% CI 95% 
confidence interval, DFS disease free survival, OS overall survival
† Adjusting for age, sex, BMI, smoking history, clinical stage, and 
histology in the multivariable models
§ Adjusting for age, sex, BMI, smoking history, and histology in the 
multivariable models
*A p-value of < 0.05 was considered significant

Univariable models Multivariable models

HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value

Using all stages
  DFS† 1.06 (0.69–

1.63)
0.795 1.25 (0.78–

2.01)
0.359

  OS† 1.43 (0.99–
2.05)

0.054 1.68 (1.10–
2.55)

0.016*

Subgroup analysis
 OS in stage 

I-III†
1.14 (0.66–

1.97)
0.647 1.19 (0.65–

2.19)
0.572

 OS in stage 
 IVA§

1.49 (0.66–
3.38)

0.334 2.31 (0.90–
5.94)

0.083

 OS in stage 
 IVB§

2.48 (1.35–
4.56)

0.003* 3.78 (1.67–
8.54)

0.001*

Table 3  HRs in subcategories 
of ILA for worse OS in the Cox 
proportional hazard models

HR hazard ratio, ILA interstitial lung abnormality, 95% CI 95% confidence interval, OS overall survival
† Adjusting for age, sex, BMI, smoking history, clinical stage, and histology in the multivariable models
§ Adjusting for age, sex, BMI, smoking history, and histology in the multivariable models
*A p-value of < 0.05 was considered significant

Univariable models Multivariable models

HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value

Non-subpleural and subpleural non-fibrotic ILA
 OS in all  stages† 1.21 (0.77–1.91) 0.399 1.44 (0.88–2.36) 0.146
 OS in stage I-III† 1.09 (0.57–2.09) 0.802 1.12 (0.56–2.25) 0.751
 OS in stage  IVA§ 0.83 (0.25–2.77) 0.757 1.12 (0.31–4.09) 0.862
 OS in stage  IVB§ 2.57 (1.21–5.44) 0.014* 3.54 (1.48–8.49) 0.005*

Subpleural fibrotic ILA
 OS in all  stages† 1.84 (1.12–3.04) 0.017* 2.22 (1.25–3.93) 0.006*
 OS in stage I-III† 1.24 (0.53–2.90) 0.615 1.36 (0.55–3.32) 0.504
 OS in stage  IVA§ 2.94 (1.09–7.91) 0.032* 9.41 (2.37–37.36) 0.001*
 OS in stage  IVB§ 2.39 (1.05–5.43) 0.038* 4.79 (1.35–16.99) 0.015*
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respiratory causes (HR = 5.3 [95% CI 2.1–13.4]; P < 0.001). 
In the present study, non-subpleural and subpleural non-
fibrotic ILAs were associated with shorter OS in patients 

with stage IVB. These results suggest that non-subpleural 
and subpleural non-fibrotic ILAs may also have clinical 
impact.

Fig. 5  Kaplan–Meier curves for OS split by non-ILAs, non-sub-
pleural and subpleural non-fibrotic ILAs, and subpleural fibrotic 
ILAs. A Patients in all stages. Non-ILA: OS events, 103/267 (39%); 
median OS (days) NR (95% CI 1684–NR). Non-subpleural and sub-
pleural non-fibrotic ILA: OS events, 23/53 (43%); median OS (days) 
NR (95% CI 608–NR). Subpleural fibrotic ILA: OS events, 18/33 
(55%); median OS (days) 891 (95% CI 532–NR). B Patients with 
stage I, II and III. Non-ILA: OS events, 50/163 (31%); median OS 
(days) NR (95% CI NR–NR). Non-subpleural and subpleural non-
fibrotic ILA: OS events, 11/36 (31%); median OS (days) NR (95% CI 
1601–NR). Subpleural fibrotic ILA: OS events, 6/18 (33%); median 
OS (days) NR (95% CI 693–NR). C Patients with stage IVA. Non-

ILA: OS events, 21/48 (44%); median OS (days) NR (95% CI 706–
NR). Non-subpleural and subpleural non-fibrotic ILA: OS events, 
3/7 (43%); median OS (days) NR (95% CI 369–NR). Subpleural 
fibrotic ILA: OS events, 5/8 (63%); median OS (days) 291 (95% CI 
202–NR). D: Patients with stage IVB. Non-ILA: OS events, 32/56 
(57%); median OS (days) 752 (95% CI 482–1626). Non-subpleural 
and subpleural non-fibrotic ILA: OS events, 9/10 (90%); median OS 
(days) 305 (95% CI 54–512). Subpleural fibrotic ILA: OS events, 7/7 
(100%); median OS (days) 426 (95% CI 15–1262). OS overall sur-
vival, ILA interstitial lung abnormality, NR not reached, 95%CI 95% 
confidence interval
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Postoperative complications, especially pulmonary 
infection, are easy to occur and result in critical condition 
after esophageal cancer surgery because the thoracic wall 
including intercostal muscles and diaphragm are damaged 
[38]. In this study, there was no significant difference in 
postoperative complications. In lung cancers, Im et  al. 
[18] reported that the presence of ILAs was a significant 
predictor of postoperative pulmonary complication in 
patients older than 70 years of age with non-small cell lung 
cancer (NSCLC). They also reported that pneumonectomy 
and bilobectomy were significant risk factors compared with 
segmentectomy, wedge resection, and lobectomy. Usual 
esophageal cancer surgery does not directly invade the lungs, 
and ILA might have less impact on postoperative pulmonary 
complications than lung cancer surgery.

Considering that drug-related pneumonitis and 
radiation pneumonitis were not observed, drug-related 
pneumonitis and radiation pneumonitis had a small impact 
on the prognostic difference between the patients with and 
without ILAs in the stage IVB esophageal cancer group in 
this study. Nakanishi et al. [21] reported that ground-glass 
attenuation in ILAs was a significant risk factor for ICI-
related pneumonitis (OR = 44.0; P < 0.001) in patients with 
NSCLC treated with anti-programmed death 1 antibodies. 
In the present investigation, the most common drugs used 
for first-line treatment in the patients without surgery 
were fluorouracil, cisplatin, and docetaxel. Few patients 
had ICI therapy in this study because the study period 
predated the general use of ICI for esophageal cancer. In 
recent practice, ICI plus chemotherapy can be used in first-
line treatment for advanced esophageal cancer [39, 40]. 

The difference in the treatment strategy may result in the 
different influence of ILA on the prognosis of esophageal 
cancer.

The present study has several limitations. First, this was a 
retrospective, single-center study. Second, the evaluation of 
ILAs was based only on visual interpretation by radiologists. 
Visual assessment of ILAs has been widely performed in 
other studies [3–9], and interobserver agreement was good 
in the present study, but a quantitative approach might be 
beneficial for reproducibility [41]. Third, images in 17 
patients were not thin-section CT (slice thickness < 1.5 mm), 
which might affect the ILA scoring. Forth, the Asian 
ethnicity and the heavy male predominance of the patients 
included in this study might have impacted the results. 
Finally, there was limited sample size in the subgroup 
analysis of ILA subcategories and the analysis for cause of 
death. Especially, the observed difference in the prevalence 
of death due to pneumonia or respiratory failure between the 
ILA and non-ILA groups might be affected by confounders 
such as age.

In conclusion, ILAs were significantly associated with 
shorter OS in patients with esophageal cancer, especially in 
patients with stage IVB disease. ILAs may be an important 
prognostic factor in patients with esophageal cancer, and 
the present results suggest that patients with ILAs may need 
careful follow-up.
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Table 4  Summary of causes of death

Patients with unknown cause of death were excluded (Non-ILA, 
n = 7; ILA, n = 2). Comparisons were performed using Fisher’s Exact-
test
ILA interstitial lung abnormality
*P values < 0.05 was considered statistically significant

Non-ILA (n = 95) ILA (n = 39) P value

Original cancer 82 (86%) 32 (82%) 0.596
Pneumonia/respiratory 

failure
2 (2%) 5 (13%) 0.022*

 Aspiration pneumonia 1 (1%) 3 (8%)
 Postoperative 

pneumonia
1 (1%)

 Respiratory failure 
secondary to 
pneumothorax

1(3%)

 Respiratory failure 
secondary to asphyxia 
due to sputum

1 (3%)

Other cancer 8 (8%) 0 (0%) 0.104
Others 4 (4%) 2 (5%) 1.000

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11604-024-01563-x
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included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated 
otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not included in 
the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not 
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will 
need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a 
copy of this licence, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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